
 

The government invested a lot of effort to keep you living in fear and dark not 
knowing the fraud they pulled over your eyes. This workshop is designed to 
help you learn the true history to get a clear picture of what they did and how 
to break free from the financial and mental enslavement.  

The workshop consists of six classes that will get you equipped with the 
necessary knowledge, tools and courage. Please invest your time and effort in 
this process to become a free American State National with Diplomatic 
Immunity. This is your foundation of freedom and personal liberty.  

The classes are as follows:  

Class #1 “Truth Revealed” - true facts about American history they do not 
want you to know. This class is crucial to connect the dots and build the 
needed foundation in re-claiming your unalienable Rights and correcting your 
political status to gain Diplomatic Immunity from their unconstitutional 
jurisdiction.  



  
Class #2 “Stolen Identity” - right after birth Americans have been converted 
into a fictitious legal entity that no longer has unalienable Rights secured 
under the Constitution. This class is vital to understand the truth about your 
existing status, the unbelievable consequences it brings to your every day life 
that you are not even aware of and why it is a must to correct your political 
status.  

Class #3 “New Identity” - in this class you will learn how to step into your 
original American National identity with fully restored unalienable Rights 
secured under the Constitution. You will learn the amazing benefits of being 
sovereign without losing anything you have paid into while gaining so much.  

Class #4 “Supreme Law” - this class is a must-to-do to learn your God-given 
rights and how to protect them using powerful methods based on the 
Constitution and common law that overrides any unlawful edicts, codes, 
statutes and executive orders.  

Class #5 “Taxation Without Representation” - do you know that paying 
income taxes is voluntary and blatantly unconstitutional? In this class you will 
learn all that you need to know about IRS and the bank fraud proliferated on 
unsuspecting American public so you no longer have to live in fear and freely 
decide if you want to continue to be financially enslaved or break free from 
the system in 100% lawful and constitutional way.  

Class #6 “Graduation” - preparing your American National paperwork, 
learning how to use it to protect yourself from any legal issues and how to 
handle yourself in court shall that situation arise.  

         Fee:  $150 / person 

Please RSVP for on-going workshop. If you wish to hold your own workshop 
in your area please make a request (10 attendees minimum) to Lenka at 
FTBAagency@gmail.com or text at (949) 290-4544.  


